Snapshots on What We Know?

In the region:
- 14 countries
- 19 reports analyzed
- 380 lessons and recommendations

Programmatic years reviewed: 2009 - 2015

**Why did we do this?**
- To identify lessons learned
- To use evaluation findings in a timely manner
- To enhance knowledge from evaluations effectively
- To identify best practices of gender-responsive programming
- To highlight best practices and successes approached in the region

**Records by thematic area:**

Top 10 Topics:
1. Economic & Social Development
2. Governance & Participation
3. Women's Economic Empowerment
4. Violence against Women
5. Human Rights
6. Health
7. Gender & Human Security
8. Gender & Peacebuilding
9. Gender & Conflict Resolution
10. Gender & Environment

**What next?**

- A series of 10 knowledge products released in the first 6 months of 2016 to guide UN WOMEN colleagues in evidence-based programming
- Discussion workshops
- Engage wider UN and civil society colleagues on the evidence

For more info, contact: LENA FLECHER@UN.org